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Chapter 471: Differential Treatment 

 

Initially he only wanted to hug her to sleep, but in the end, when he hugged her, he wanted to kiss, and 

in his heart, he thought that just kissing would be enough and he would not do anything else. 

Yet who knew after kissing, he would not be able to hold himself back. 

At this moment, he was holding Lu Man’s hand and slowly massaging her hand to relax them. 

“Quickly go and sleep,” Lu Man said, it was already quite late, he still needed to wake up early 

tomorrow. 

“You go and sleep first, I’ll massage your hand a little more.” 

Seeing how he sincere and guilty he looked, Lu Man could no longer be angry. “It’ll be alright after two 

days, just go and sleep.” 

However, Han Zhuoli insisted on massaging it for a while and after some time, he hugged Lu Man to 

sleep. 

*** 

The next day, Han Zhuoli sent Lu Man to school by his car, before returning to the company. 

Lu Man then went directly to the counselor’s office. 

“Professor Chen, I want to ask for leave from school in order to act in a movie,” Lu Man said. 

The counselor already had quite a good impression of Lu Man as he had even heard Professor Hong and 

Professor Yao praising her for being hardworking and was even more impressed on seeing her being so 

polite. 

But it was one thing for Lu Man to not come to school for so long and then again ask for leave the very 

day she came back from her two days leave. 

Since it was like that, why was she still attending school? 

Wasn’t it good to just quit school and go back to concentrate on filming? 

The counselor’s face clearly showed his disapproval, and the counselor said strictly, “Lu Man, our school 

has properly written in the rules, students who are not in year three cannot act in movies. That’s 

because they have just learned to perform for only 2 years and are yet to excel in acting. Taking movie 

offers before excelling in it them being irresponsible.” 

When the student’s acting skills are harshly criticized by people, even the school would have a bad 

reputation. 

“I really can’t let you take this leave, you have only attended a few sessions and yet you want to go and 

film already?” The counselor said in a serious, grave tone, “Lu Man, it’s better to be down to earth when 



you are learning to perform, and take one step at a time, you have a lot of talent, don’t waste your 

performing talent because of the small benefits and reputation in front of you now, it won’t be good to 

lose a lot just for some petty attractions right now. It’s better to just properly learn in school. Quickly 

reject this show.” 

“Professor — ” Lu Man opened her mouth to explain, but was cut off by a voice. 

“Professor Chen,” Zhang Xiaoying walked over, seeing that Lu Man was also there, she raised her 

eyebrows curiously. “Lu Man, you’re back.” 

Lu Man nodded, not saying anything. 

“Xiaoying, what do you need?” When the counselor saw that it was Zhang Xiaoying, the counselor 

instantly smiled. 

Zhang Xiaoying smiled sweetly and said, “It’s just that Great Desert already published on their official 

Weibo that I’m their female lead and now the show is about to begin filming, so I need to take leave to 

go join the production group.” 

Lu Man was shocked, she did not think that Zhang Xiaoying would also be here to ask for leave. 

In the end, the Counselor’s attitude was completely different from the attitude he had towards Lu Man, 

the counselor did not even think twice and agreed. “Alright, how long do you need to take leave for?” 

“Three months,” Zhang Xiaoying said. 

The counselor gave his consent. “Just complete it in time to take part in the end-of-year exams, alright? 

I’ll approve it.” 

Then the counselor immediately took out a leave application form. “Fill this up.” 

Zhang Xiaoying quickly filled up the form and passed it to the counselor. “Thank you, Professor Chen.” 

“You’re welcome, I hope that your filming goes well and you can finish filming earlier. I heard that 

the Great Desert is an IP drama with a big fanbase, I’m anticipating it. Once it premiers, I’ll definitely 

watch it.” 

“Thank you, Professor Chen, I’ll go back to class first,” Zhang Xiaoying said obediently. 

“Go on.” The counselor’s face clearly showed his happiness and approval. 

After Zhang Xiaoying left the office, when facing Lu Man again, the counselor’s smile was completely 

gone again. 

“Alright, Lu Man, you can go back to class too,” the counselor said nonchalantly, sending her off. 

Lu Man frowned and said, “Professor Chen, you aren’t allowing me to take leave, but why is it that when 

Zhang Xiaoying was also here to seek leave to go film you happily agreed?” 

Chapter 472: Lu Man, Don’t Be Too Bold 

 



The counselor had almost said, how could you be the same as Zhang Xiaoying? 

Zhang Xiaoying was already famous and was a living mascot for the Film Academy. 

The Great Desert that was about to begin filming had already caught the eyes of the audience, it had a 

large fanbase and even Zhang Xiaoying herself had quite a significant number of followers. 

When it came to this kind of student who had already become famous a long time ago, the school did 

not control them, after all, even if they wanted to, they could not control them. 

They already had a lot of offers to film, and if they do not take up the offers, the management company 

would be unhappy and would come looking for the school. 

Furthermore, the management company that Zhang Xiaoying was signed up with had invested quite a 

lot in the school. 

So the school was obviously closing one eye when Zhang Xiaoying was taking up shows. 

Moreover, Zhang Xiaoying’s background was strong! 

“Lu Man, don’t be too bold. There are some things that I don’t want to be too direct. Anyway, Zhang 

Xiaoying can, but you can’t. You’re just an ordinary student, you need to understand your standing. Just 

obediently study well in school, there will be a lot of opportunities for you to film in the future.” 

As to what movie Lu Man was talking about just now, the counselor really did not care. 

What kind of good movie could Lu Man take up? 

Even if she had Greedy Wolf Operation before this, she was just a third female lead, her role was not 

important at all. 

A lot of celebrities wanted to take up a good movie but they could not, so how could Lu Man? 

The counselor felt that the movie offer Lu Man had could only be a web- film if she was not having a 

minor insignificant role in it. Anyway, all these were low budget films. 

Hence, there was no need to break the rules for Lu Man. 

If they allowed two people from a class to film, then the other students would be also be encouraged to 

go act in shows, then who would attend the lectures? 

So, they could only sacrifice Lu Man for Zhang Xiaoying. 

Lu Man pursed her lips and said, “Professor Chen, I still want to know the reason. If it’s against the rules 

to approve the leave for filming, you shouldn’t approve it for anyone. Why is it that when Zhang 

Xiaoying came, with just a sentence from her you gladly approved her leave and when it came to me, 

you refused no matter what?” 

The counselor was getting more and more annoyed at being spoken to like that by Lu Man. “Why are 

you taking everything to heart?” 

“I just want a reason,” Lu Man said in a low voice. 



“You want a reason, right? Zhang Xiaoying has a lead role in a popular film, you know about the Great 

Desert right, it’s a show that is highly anticipated by fans. So naturally, the school won’t stop the student 

from going to film such a popular show. It is rare for the student to get such good resources and 

opportunities. Furthermore, it’s also a good advertisement for our school.” 

Impatient, the counselor mocked Lu Man. “But what about you? You’re just an ordinary student, don’t 

reach for what is beyond you. You are just in Year One, and you possibly couldn’t have learned to 

perform in just a few days, honestly, what kind of movie can you take up now? It’s definitely nothing 

good.” 

“Lu Man, Professor is doing this for your own good, don’t just film any kind of show for namesake. I 

know that you, students, anticipate acting in a movie, and you want to grab onto any chance you have 

to perform, but you still have to be picky, right? Acting in those low-budget online web-films, won’t be 

good for your career at all. You should just keep your feet on the ground and learn, don’t be too 

impetuous!” 

“Professor Chen, when did I say I’m going to film a low-budget web-film?” Lu Man was extremely 

speechless. 

She had yet to say anything but the counselor had already come up with a conclusion. 

Even if there was preferential treatment, there should be a limit, right! 

“What? You’re still unwilling to admit your loss!” The counselor was enraged. “I originally thought that 

you were a good student, knowing your manners, willing to improve. Both Professor Yao and Profess 

Hong praised you a lot, but you really disappoint me! I’m telling you the facts and trying to reason with 

you, but you refuse to listen. If you insist on filming it, you’ll regret it eventually! When you film a show, 

you should choose it properly, don’t I have more experience than you? At that time, when you suffer 

losses, you will regret not listening to me today!” 

Chapter 473: On Purpose 

 

“Then I’ll wait till I regret it, but as of now, I am still adamant on seeking leave from school to act in a 

movie,” Lu Man said, “Also, what I’m acting in is not a web-film with low budget, but it’s Director Ji 

Cheng’s movie.” 

“Ji Cheng?” The counselor was stunned for a bit, then finally remembered who Ji Cheng was, and 

sneered disdainfully, “I heard that he wanted to direct and act in a movie himself, he’s just a B-list actor, 

what kind of movie can he film? Just filming some rough work to get some box office ticket sales. As long 

as the investment is low, he can earn quite a lot of money.” 

The counselor grumbled unhappily, “The people these days are greedy and have no morals, treating the 

audience as fools.” 

“Professor Chen, you don’t know anything, so how can you come up with these assumptions?” Lu Man 

could not stand it anymore. 



To produce a high-quality movie, Ji Cheng spend most of the investment on production and did not find 

those famous celebrities with a lot of fans, his thoughts could be seen through this act. 

If he really wanted to earn easy money, he could have spent more money to hire those popular 

celebrities who will bring large box office sales, why would he need to go through the trouble! 

Lu Man found it to be unfair for Ji Cheng; there were a few people like the counselor mentioned just 

now, but one cannot slander Ji Cheng without any evidence because of those people! 

Slander a person who was putting his heart into filming! 

“Why can’t I do it? Otherwise, what else can he film? What is the difference between this and the low-

budget movies I mentioned before?” The counselor was a bit smug. “As expected, I guessed correctly, 

look at the kind of show you’re filming, and then look at the show Zhang Xiaoying is filming? Don’t think 

that it’s great because it’s a movie offer. A low budget movie is far from a drama that is meticulously 

produced! A low budget movie and a big production National University IP TV series, how can it be 

compared? And you’re still blaming me for being unfair?” 

Originally the impression the counselor had of Lu Man was quite good, but now it was totally ruined. 

“Xiao Chen, if you have something to say, then say it properly, don’t get agitated.” The other counselors 

in the office tried to convince Professor Chen. 

“She’s still a student, so of course she’s a bit more impatient, just talk to her slowly and convince her 

properly, she’ll understand.” 

“Yes, Lu Man, your counselor is doing this for your own good, all the students who come to the Film 

Academy’s performing class want to film and become famous. You’re anxious, and you want to grab 

onto any opportunity, we understand, but you’re still young, and you don’t know many things, so listen 

to your counselor.” 

“Thank you, teachers, but I’ve already agreed to Director Ji Cheng, he has already pushed back filming 

for two days because of me, and I can’t tell him at this important juncture that I won’t film, won’t that 

be causing trouble for him? It was also Director Sun Yiwu who came looking for me personally, asking for 

a favor about this. Furthermore, I believe in Director Ji Cheng, he’ll film a good movie.” Lu Man was 

pleased with the goodwill of the other teachers. 

Everyone was shocked, they did not think that it was Sun Yiwu who had personally asked her. 

If it was like that, she had to go after she agreed! 

But even though they thought that, in the end, Professor Chen was the counselor for Lu Man’s class, it 

wasn’t good for them to interfere. 

When Counselor Chen heard it, her expression fell apart. 

Was Lu Man doing it on purpose! 

Before this, Lu Man did not say anything at all and just said that she was going to film a movie. 

She had just said that it was a low budget movie when Lu Man only mentioned Ji Cheng. 



But Ji Cheng was really only a B-list actor, and when she just expressed that Ji Cheng could not film a 

good movie Lu Man mentioned Sun Yiwu. 

With Sun Yiwu as guarantor, then this whole thing was not the same anymore! 

Chapter 474: If You Want To Film, Then Quit School 

 

Was Lu Man purposely embarrassing her! 

She was making her embarrassed in front of so many colleagues! 

Before this, she had really been blind, honestly feeling that Lu Man was a good student. 

“Who knows if what you said about Sun Yiwu finding you is true or not!” Don’t just use Sun Yiwu as a 

cover! 

He was a well-renowned director, why would he need to ask her a favor from her personally? 

How highly did she think of herself! 

With Sun Yiwu’s reputation, who could he not find that he had to seek Lu Man? 

Even if it were Gao Zishan, she would need to show respect to Sun Yiwu! 

The counselor found her thinking to be very logical. 

Lu Man was really so furious that she laughed in anger. 

How could there be such an arrogant person? 

The Professor Li at the Drama Academy was just like this, and now even this Counselor Chen! 

After her own thoughts and ideas were rebutted by Lu Man, she started to doubt Lu Man’s character! 

She even dared to accuse her of lying! 

The rest of the teachers exchanged glances, even they felt like Teacher Chen had gone a bit too far. 

Counselor Chen sneered, “if you really want to film so much, fine! Then don’t come to school anymore, 

quit school, when you go back home, you can film whatever you want, and whenever you want, there’s 

no need to abide by the rules of the school, no one would be controlling you, you can do anything you 

want!” 

You want to film? 

Quit school! 

Enraged, Lu Man had a dark smile on her face and snickered, “Zhang Xiaoying doesn’t need to follow the 

school rules, but when it comes to me, I must follow it? If you want to use the school rules to talk about 

it, then everyone must follow it, and I won’t complain. But if there’s such preferential treatment, and 

you still act like it’s right, then I’m not willing to let it go! We are all students of this school, you want to 

help Zhang Xiaoying, I don’t have any opinion on that, but you can’t help her and step on me.” 



What did Lu Man mean when she said Professor Chen was helping Zhang Xiaoying? 

“What is it? I heard the argument in the office from very far away.” Professor Yao came in and looked at 

the anxious atmosphere in confusion. 

“Professor Yao,” Counselor Chen jeered, “Earlier, you were praising Lu Man quite a lot, but from what I 

see today, she’s not like that at all!” 

“What is going on here?” Professor Yao was still not clear about what was going on. 

“Back then she attended the classes just for a few days before applying for a two days leave as someone 

in her family was sick, I understood it and granted her the leave. And now, when she reported back after 

her leave, she again wants some leave to film a movie! I’m suspicious now, if she really went to take 

care of a sick family member before this, or she went to contact people about filming the movie,” the 

counselor pointed at Lu Man and insulted, “The school has always had a rule that if the student is not in 

his or her third year, they cannot film and since I declined, she started to cause trouble for me!” 

“Professor Chen, we need to make things clear. It’s not that I’m causing trouble for you, I just want a 

reason. Zhang Xiaoying is also filming and came to ask for leave from you, and in front of me, you didn’t 

ask for more details and just allowed it. So, I want a reason, I want you to be fair, this isn’t too much, 

right? You said that because Zhang Xiaoying is quite famous, you agreed to it, then what are the school’s 

regulations? You allowed her because she is cast in a big show, but I was also personally asked by 

Director Sun Yiwu, and I am going to act in Director Ji Cheng’s movie. However, you were adamant on 

criticizing him for being a B-list celebrity and emphasized that his work won’t be up to the mark. I 

honestly can’t accept this reason.” 

Professor Yao found it to be a mess when he heard Lu Man’s side. 

What was Professor Chen doing! 

There were special exceptions in the school, but it was all secretly done, who would do it in front of a 

student? 

Isn’t this leaving blackmail material for other people? 

And she still said Ji Cheng was a B-list celebrity? 

It was true that based on popularity, he was a B-lister, but he did not have any scandals, nor did film bad 

movies, he used his own talent to get to his current status, how could it be something that an ordinary 

second rate actor achieve? 

Chapter 475: Why Do I Have To Apologize 

 

If this were to reach Ji Cheng’s ears, then the Film Academy’s reputation would be ruined! 

Furthermore, it was Sun Yiwu who personally looked for Lu Man. 

“As for these things, did you already tell Professor Chen?” Teacher Yao asked. 

“I’ve told her already, I explained everything very clearly,” Lu Man answered. 



“When you say that it’s Ji Cheng’s movie, I believe you, but claiming that Sun Yiwu personally gave her a 

call? That’s too surreal,” Counselor Chen sneered, “Even if she had acted in Director Sun Yiwu’s movie 

before, how could their relationship be so good? Why don’t you say that Director Sun Yiwu directly 

personalized a movie for you.” 

“Professor Chen,” Professor Yao said in a low voice, “You’re going a bit too far.” 

“Hmph!” The counselor sniggered coldly and turned her face away. 

Actually, she was just not willing to admit her mistakes. 

Now it was just hard to back out of this troublesome situation. 

“I also heard that Director Ji Cheng is planning on filming his own movie, and had put in a lot of effort. 

With Director Ji Cheng’s personality, the movie should be quite good, and this is also an opportunity for 

Lu Man.” Professor Yao tried resolving the situation. “Although the school does not allow Year One and 

Year Two students to film, the truth behind it is that they are scared that students would be cheated. 

But if the opportunity is really good, then the school would not ruin the student’s chance either.” 

Professor Yao asked politely, “Professor Chen, why don’t you approve Lu Man’s leave?” 

The counselor was forced into a corner, but since Professor Yao was a colleague, she couldn’t not give 

her face. 

While Lu Man was a student, it was not the same. 

In the future, as colleagues, she still had to be cordial with Professor Yao. 

“This is not easy to settle, because there has already been an exception, Zhang Xiaoying, and there are 

not a lot of students in the class, letting the two of them take leave to film at once, would the other 

students still have the mood to continue lessons?” The counselor’s face looked troubled, “But since 

Professor Yao has already spoken for you, then let it be. As long as you apologize to me, I’ll approve your 

leave.” 

Lu Man sniggered, “Apologize? What did I do wrong that I need to apologize?” 

Professor Yao frowned slightly but did not say anything. 

No matter what, it was better to give a face to the counselor. 

“You still refuse to admit your mistakes?” The counselor asked angrily. 

“There’s nothing I need to repent for because I didn’t do anything for which I should apologize It’s 

always been you making assumptions and slandering, I was only telling you the facts and speaking 

logically.” 

It wasn’t her fault, so why did she have to apologize? 

She won’t let herself be aggrieved like this! 

She would not let what is right become wrong just so that she could get some days off school. 

What was wrong was always wrong, what was right was right. 



“Good, good, good.” Counselor Chen shook her head in disapproval. “Professor Yao, you saw that too, 

it’s not that I’m not giving her a chance, it’s just that she refuses to admit her mistake.” 

Professor Yao frowned, a bit unhappy that the counselor was stirring up more trouble. 

After listening to both sides, Lu Man was really not in the wrong. 

She had honestly come to ask for a leave, it was one thing for Counselor Chen to not approve it, but she 

should not have approved of Zhang Xiaoying in front of her; one should not look down on people so 

much. 

Moreover, she even suspected Lu Man of lying. 

Anyone would be angry at being accused wrongly! 

Lu Man clearly did not do anything wrong, what was the use of apologizing? 

It was just that Counselor Chen really did give in because of her, and it was not good for Professor Yao to 

fall out with a colleague for a student. 

In the end, Lu Man confirmed once again, “Professor Chen, you really won’t agree, is that it?” 

“Yes, even if you want to apologize to me in the future, I won’t approve your leave request!” Counselor 

Chen then told Professor Yao, “Teacher Yao, you saw it, it’s not that I’m not giving you face.” 

Teacher Yao’s head hurt so much that she pressed her temple, what a mess! 

“Alright,” Lu Man said calmly, her facial expression did not show anything, no angry at all. 

Chapter 476: Looking for The Principal 

 

Counselor Chen found it very strange, why was Lu Man so calm? 

She had ruined Lu Man’s chance of filming a movie! 

How could she accept it so calmly? 

For some reason, seeing Lu Man’s reaction, Counselor Chen did not feel calm and kept feeling that Lu 

Man had saved some tricks up her sleeve moves for later. 

However she shook her head, Lu Man was just an ordinary student, what sort of tricks could she have? 

Lu Man then turned to face Professor Yao. “Professor Yao, thank you for speaking up for me. I apologize 

for causing your goodwill to go to waste.” 

Because Professor Yao had tried to help speak for her, at least Counselor Chen agreed to grant her leave 

as long as she apologized and that would not have caused her much loss. 

But Lu Man believed that she did not do anything wrong and was thus reluctant to apologize and claim 

that she was indeed in the wrong. 

However, no matter what, she would always remember that Professor Yao helped her. 



This left Professor Yao stunned for a bit who then shook her head while smiling bitterly. 

Actually, she was not able to help Lu Man with anything at all. 

Lu Man then quickly left the office and went directly to the principal’s office. 

The principal’s secretary saw Lu Man, and asked politely, “Lu Man, are you here to look for the 

principal?” 

“Yes, I have something I have to trouble the principal with. May I ask if he’s here?” Lu Man asked. 

“He’s here,” Secretary Li said, and then went and knocked on the door three times before opening it. 

“Principal Liu, Lu Man is here to look for you.” 

When Principal Liu heard it, he hurriedly walked over. “Lu Man is here? Quickly come in, quickly come 

in.” 

After Lu Man entered, the principal said, “Xiao Li, go and get two cups of tea.” 

“There’s no need to trouble you, it won’t take long,” Lu Man hurriedly said. 

“It’s no trouble,” Principal Liu said happily and had Secretary Li go to prepare the tea. 

After Secretary Li left, Principal Liu asked, “With what do you need my help?” 

“It’s like this, I already told Director Ji Cheng that I’ll be acting in his new movie Red Tiger , and so I went 

to ask for leave from our counselor, Professor Chen. But no matter what I told Professor Chen, she 

refuses to grant me leave and said that the school has a rule that Year One and Two students cannot 

take up film offers, so I could only come here to ask you for help.” 

Principal Liu was stunned; the school did have this rule, but it was not unbendable. 

If the show was actually good, the school would not hinder the student’s future. 

“It’s nothing,” Principal Liu instantly said, “Wait for a while, I’ll have Professor Chen come up for a 

while.” 

The principal then personally dialed up the counselor’s office phone number. “Professor Chen, I’m 

Principal Liu.” 

The counselor subconsciously straightened up. “Principal Liu, hello.” 

“Please come to the principal’s office,” Principal Liu said. 

The counselor instantly became nervous. “Principal, is it that there is something wrong with my work?” 

“Haha, don’t be nervous, it’s nothing big, we can talk about it when you here.” Principal Liu was an old 

fox, why would he tell her so easily. 

But when Principal Liu said that, Counselor Chen became even more nervous. 

Fretting all the way, she finally reached the principal’s office and saw Secretary Li who had just come out 

from the principal’s office. 



Just now, Secretary Li had gone it to serve tea. 

“Professor Chen, you’re here, Principal Liu is waiting for you inside,” Secretary Li said. 

The counselor asked in a low voice, “Secretary Li, do you know why Principal Liu is looking for me?” 

Secretary Li said apologetically, “I’m really not sure myself, but seeing Principal Liu’s expression, he was 

not angry, it shouldn’t be something big.” 

Only then did the counselor let out a breath of relief, and knocked on the door. 

“Come in,” Principal Liu’s voice sounded from inside. 

The counselor opened the door and greeted as soon as she entered, “Principal Liu, you called — ” 

The ‘me’ was left stuck in her throat as she was left stunned. 

Chapter 477: Snitched 

 

It was because she Lu Man leisurely sitting on the sofa and sipping a cup of tea. 

She was even more stunned on seeing how relaxed she was, Lu Man was not even bothered that she 

was in the principal’s office. 

“Why are you here?” Counselor Chen questioned. 

Lu Man had just taken a small sip of tea, and spoke as if it was not a big deal, “Of course, it’s to ask for 

leave from the principal.” 

Counselor Chen’s face turned black in rage, “You came here to tell on me?” 

“Tell on you about what?” Principal Liu was shocked, “Teacher Chen, what are you saying?” 

Stunned, Teacher Chen stared blankly at Lu Man, could it be that she did not say anything at all? 

How could it be! 

Lu Man laughed in her heart; of course, she did not say anything, she was just waiting for the counselor 

to jump into the trap on her own. 

She wasn’t someone who would let it go after she was bullied, she had always followed the principle, ‘If 

people respect me, I will respect them; If they cause me trouble, I’ll cause them so much trouble they 

die’. 

“Lu Man just came here to ask me for leave from school, you’re her counselor, so I called you over to 

inform you,” Principal Liu frowned, “Is there something that I don’t know?” 

The counselor’s face was flushed red. 

Lu Man had laid a trap for her! 

Lu Man must have done it on purpose! 



“N… no,” Counselor Chen said guiltily. 

But Principal Liu was an intelligent person, how could he be tricked by her. 

“But I have a question, why did you not approve Lu Man’s leave?” Principal Liu asked. 

“This… isn’t this a school rule? Year One and Two students are not allowed to film in shows.” Counselor 

Chen still used the same excuse. 

“You’re talking about rules with me? When we were talking about this rule, didn’t I add that if a student 

has a very good opportunity, we need to let them go act?” 

Some shows needed special actors. Be it age, or looks, there were certain requests and it was not 

something that professional actors had. 

Last year when Director Zhang Lun had specially come to recruit newly joined students, whose acting 

skills had yet to be refined and had a fresh feel to them, a young, vibrant student. These were their 

requirements for the role. 

Back then, Year One students were also picked, and didn’t they still allow them to film as well? 

“Since you’re so principled, then don’t let Zhang Xiaoying film as well!” Principal Liu said coldly, “From 

what I know Great Desert is going to start filming as well, didn’t Zhang Xiaoying find you to ask for leave 

as well?” 

“Principal Liu, when I was finding Professor Chen to ask for leave, Zhang Xiaoying had also come, and 

Professor Chen allowed Zhang Xiaoying to go and film. Just a second before that, she had just rejected 

my request for leave.” Lu Man slowly added fuel to the fire. 

She wasn’t a saint to help hide the counselor’s wrongs. 

“I didn’t know a counselor could behave like that? Having preferential treatment towards students!” 

Principal Liu was furious. 

Before this, Professor Hong and Professor Yao had treated Lu Man extremely well, and so Principal Liu’s 

heart was at peace, praising his Film Academy’s teachers for being so smart, at least they won’t make 

the same kind of dumb mistake like the Drama Academy. 

But who would have thought that his Film Academy had a hidden stupid teammate! 

The f*ck, this must be a spy sent by the Drama Academy! 

Counselor Chen felt wronged. “Principal, I did this for the sake of the school. Zhang Xiaoying is famous, 

and she is going to star in Great Desert which is a big production, it’s good for our school as well, that’s 

why I approved it. But Lu Man had just started school, and her acting skills are not up to par at all if we 

let her act in films and if her acting skills are not passable, people will mock our school and criticize our 

Film Academy for not teaching properly. Furthermore, I’m also doing it for her own good, I’m scared 

that she chose a bad film.” 

Chapter 478: Do You Really Want Me to Check? 

 



Furious, Principal Liu snickered, “In front of me, you dare to make up excuses, it clearly shows what kind 

of attitude you have towards students usually! Lu Man’s acting skills are not good? Both Professor Hong 

and Professor Yao praised her, are you saying that these two professional instructors are fake? As to 

Director Ji Cheng’s movie, it has yet to start filming, how do you know it’s a bad film? Taking some steps 

backward, whether it’s bad or not, are you Lu Man’s mother or dad, daring to make a choice for her? 

How big is your ego!” 

“Principal — ” Counselor Chen felt extremely hateful, Lu Man had actually gone to snitch on her to the 

principal! 

Principal Liu wished that he could fire this idi*t, but it was a pity that Professor Chen was a permanent 

staff, and it was hard for Principal Liu to fire her. 

Otherwise, with this kind of person, how could he have no way to deal with her? 

“Professor Chen, I’m very disappointed in you,” Principal Liu said, “I’m approving Lu Man’s leave, I’m just 

informing you. Today when you go back, write a reflection letter and I want to go through with the 

school management regarding your actions. Furthermore, seeing your unfair attitude towards students, 

you’re already not suitable to be a counselor. It’s hard for me to imagine how many students’ futures 

have been ruined by you. In the future, I can’t be at ease letting the students be overseen by you.” 

“Principal… Principal…” Professor Chen was stunned. “I… I didn’t… Principal, I’ve been wrongly accused! 

I really didn’t, it’s a misunderstanding! You’ve misunderstood me!” 

Principal Liu thought back to Lu Man’s first day when he proudly promised that he won’t let anyone 

bully or trouble Lu Man. 

In the end, it was all ruined by Teacher Chen. 

“From today onwards, you are stripped of your position as a counselor. Before I find some other duty for 

you, you can go… you can go be the in-charge of the girls’ dormitory.” Principal Liu settled it with a wave 

of his hand. 

Originally, the principal was still considering as to whether he should just let Professor Chen recruit 

students. 

But thinking about it, with her attitude of preferential treatment, what if she let a lot of good talents 

leave because of her lack of intelligence. 

So he very wisely just sent her to watch the dormitory. 

However, no matter what, Counselor Chen was someone who graduated from a good school with good 

results, and he could not let her keep being the head of the dormitory. 

As to what she would do in the future, he would consider later on. 

It was just that she definitely could not be a counselor anymore. 

“Principal, you can’t be like this! How can you let me be the one in charge of the dormitory?” 

Did she need to do that? That was a Matron! 



“Why can’t I do it? Could it be that I need you to tell me what to do?” The principal inwardly scolded the 

Human Resources Department in the school, how did they hire people, why did they hire such an idi*t! 

“N… No, I don’t have that meaning…” Professor Chen said timidly. 

“If you’re unsatisfied with that, then it’s alright, let’s properly investigate how many opportunities did 

you stop students from taking,” Principal Liu said angrily. 

The school’s rules were to prevent students from taking up any kind of show for namesake and to not let 

them waste time in those horrible shows so that they study well and do not ruin their own future. 

At the same time, it was also to prevent students from being dubbed by fraudulent agencies or 

productions and to prevent their simple heart that earnestly wanted to act in films and become famous 

to suffer grief. 

However, if there was a really good opportunity, then the school would not stop them. 

It was just this Professor Chen, who kept holding onto the school’s rules and refused to let go. 

But after all, there were too many teachers in the school, and no one would report such a small thing, 

and hence it never reached Principal Liu’s ears. 

“Just based on your attitude today, I believe that Lu Man is not the first student to be treated unfairly by 

you,” Principal Liu said in a low voice, “Do you really want me to check?” 

Chapter 479: Give Me Just One Chance, I Will Change 

 

At that instant, Professor Chen was so nervous and guilty that she stopped talking. 

Principal Liu’s face became even blacker, he did not think that he had guessed it correct! 

If it was really like that, this kind of person could not be kept here! 

It was hindering the student’s progress! 

Right then and there, Principal Liu decided that he could not let her take any other task, he would just 

let her be in charge of the girls’ dormitory. 

She would be a matron until she could not stand it anymore and would quit. 

Principal Liu called on Secretary Li’s office phone. “Secretary Li, call all the counselors of the Year Four 

performing class over.” 

Since Professor Chen could no longer be a counselor, Principal Liu did not plan on letting her continue 

until the semester end. 

Otherwise, if she came back and caused trouble for Lu Man, it would be finding trouble for the school. 

Seeing how the Drama Academy was a mess, that was already a lesson! 

These days, whenever Principal Liu’s mood was not good, he would go to find out about the Drama 

Academy’s condition, and after that, his mood would instantly get better. 



On the other hand, Professor Chen still refused to give up as if she really went to be matron of the girls’ 

dormitory, she would be ruined. 

“Principal Liu, give me another chance,” Professor Chen begged, “I do need to improve something about 

myself, I definitely need to change. I have been a bit too strict, sticking to the school rules too much, not 

knowing how to be flexible. Please give me a chance, I’ll definitely change.” 

However, Principal Liu was too lazy to speak, and just waited for the year four counselors of the 

performing class. 

“Lu Man,” Professor Chen called, no longer arrogant or caring about her reputation, she forced a smile, 

“This time, it was my mistake. I… I am lacking in this area, and don’t know how to be flexible. Can you 

forgive your teacher this time, alright?” 

Lu Man did not plan on finding trouble for herself. 

As to whether Principal Liu’s punishment for Professor Chen was real or fake, Lu Man could tell. 

Principal Liu was really not planning on keeping Teacher Chen already. 

It was not all because of her, it was more for the students who came to the Film Academy. 

The first time she saw Principal Liu, she felt that he was too sly. 

But now she realized that Principal Liu truly wanted the best for students. 

Lu Man’s heart was warm, and naturally, she would not have gone against Principal Liu, and so she 

mildly said, “Who said you aren’t flexible? When facing Zhang Xiaoying, I felt that you were quite 

flexible.” 

Professor Chen: “…” 

Remembering that, the principal became even angrier. 

How could it be not flexible? 

This was just stepping on the weak to help the strong! 

And it was Professor Chen arrogantly stepping on the weak and helping the strong. 

Lu Man was a lot better than Zhang Xiaoying! 

Seeing that Professor Chen had actually offended Lu Man for Zhang Xiaoying, Principal Liu wiped sweat 

from his forehead. In his heart, he felt relief for having fast reflexes and settling this issue sufficiently 

fast. 

Thankfully Lu Man still trusted him and knew to look for him, otherwise, he would not know how he 

would have died. 

At that moment, the door of the office was knocked on again, “Principal, Professor Liang has come.” 

Secretary Li invited Professor Liang inside, who was still not sure about what was going on, but seeing 

that the atmosphere in the office, Professor Liang got more nervous. 



“Professor Liang, please sit,” Principal Liu said, and had Secretary Li stay in the office as well. 

“Principal, you’re finding me for — ” Teacher Liang asked, feeling uneasy. 

“Haha, there’s no need to be nervous, it’s something good,” Principal Liu smiled and said, “Professor 

Liang, you’re the counselor for the Year Four performing class now, and based on our school’s rotation 

rule, the next year, you’re going to follow the Year One performing class already.” 

When Professor Liang thought that her head started to hurt; no matter what, she had to do it just like 

everyone but in her heart, she felt that the next year would be quite depressing. 

It was the hardest to counsel Year One students. 

“Right now, there are not many things going on with the Year Four class as most of the students have 

gone to film, and very few have stayed behind,” Principal Liu said, “So you can help to take over Teacher 

Chen’s class as a counselor, and next year, you can directly follow their class to the next year, so you 

won’t need to take the Year One class next year anymore, how’s that?” 

Chapter 480: Never Seen Someone Who Was So Dumb But Still So Arrogant 

 

Professor Liang contemplated, taking them for half a year was way better than taking for a whole year. 

Right now, it was already the second semester for the Year One students, so the students knew what 

they should know already, and it would be better to counsel them. 

“Alright,” Professor Liang agreed, and did not ask Professor Chen what was going on. 

Principal Liu smiled and said, “Lu Man, I’m approving your leave, it’s almost time for class, you can go 

back first.” 

Lu Man stood up to thank him. “Alright, thank you, Principal.” 

“There’s no need to be polite, there’s no need to be polite. In the future, if you have something you 

need help with, just come and find me.” Principal Liu thought about it, he was still lacking something… 

right, she was still lacking the means to contact him! 

Principal Liu hurriedly took out a visiting card from the box on the table. “Last time, I forgot to give this 

to you, hold this well, this is my phone number. If it happens when I’m not in school and you need my 

help with, just directly give me a phone call.” 

Professor Liang and Professor Chen looked at Lu Man in shock; Principal Liu was too polite to her already 

right! 

An ordinary student won’t be treated like this, right! 

Professor Chen gritted her teeth and looked incredulously at Lu Man, so Lu Man’s backer was Principal 

Liu? 

What relationship did these two have? 



If she had known earlier that Lu Man’s backer was Principal Liu, she would not have blocked Lu Man’s 

path. 

Why did Lu Man not say anything! 

Lu Man purposely trapped her! 

On the other hand, Lu Man did not care about what Professor Chen was thinking, and had left the 

principal’s office to go back to class. 

Meanwhile, Principal Liu told Professor Chen, “Professor Chen, follow Secretary Li out, she’ll help you 

settle the change in position procedure.” 

Professor Chen asked in shock, “It’s going to be changed right away?” 

She was still thinking that she could at least perform well, and try to gain back favor. 

But who knew that Principal Liu would not even give her that chance. 

“If I don’t change your duty right now, should I wait till you finish bringing more harm to them even this 

semester?” Principal Liu said coldly. 

Secretary Li reminded Professor Chen, “Teacher Chen, let’s go and settle it first.” 

Professor Chen cried as she followed Secretary Li out of the office. “Secretary Li, is there really no way 

out of this situation?” 

“This… Principal Liu is extremely angry, he won’t listen,” Secretary Li tried convincing her. 

Professor Chen’s eyes brightened, “Then doesn’t that mean when Principal Liu is not angry, I’ll have the 

chance?” 

Troubled, Secretary Li said, “Professor Chen, let me tell you this, Lu Man’s background is very strong.” 

Since the principal did not even actively say out Lu Man’s background, Secretary Li naturally did not dare 

to make decisions herself. 

Professor Chen twitched her lips, “I know, isn’t it the principal?” 

Secretary Li lost her smile completely. “It’s not the principal, if it’s the principal, the principal would not 

need to be so polite to Lu Man.” 

Secretary Li was too embarrassed to say how overly polite Principal Liu’s attitude was, he was practically 

currying favor with her. 

“I know about Lu Man, I’ve seen her portfolio, and there was a lot of trouble recently and it was very 

rampant online, isn’t she Lu Qi’s older sister? Even if the Lu Family has some money, it isn’t that strong.” 

If it was really strong, could Lu Qi have no shows to film right now? 

Secretary Li almost rolled her eyes, no wonder Principal Liu refused to use Professor Chen no matter 

what. 

Secretary Li had never seen someone who was so dumb but still so arrogant. 



Secretary Li was too lazy to remind her, “As for Lu Qiyuan, Principal Liu does not care about him at all. 

It’s just like you said, Lu Qi has no shows to film till now, so why would Principal Liu be scared of him? 

Professor Chen, I’m just reminding you once, Lu Man’s background, no one can afford to provoke her, it 

has nothing to do with Lu Qiyuan. You don’t need to make assumptions and there’s no need to look 

down on her. I’m telling you this, compared to Lu Man, Zhang Xiaoying is nothing!” 

“You have offended Lu Man, although Lu Man did not say anything, Principal Liu will not let you get back 

to your old position. As for this thing, no one can help you,” Secretary Li said, and refused to say 

anything more. 

 


